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In this work, we consider solutions of the problem 
Qu =0 in R, Nu=O on ~32, (0.1) 
where R is a bounded domain in R”, and Q and N are defined by 
Qu(x) = div(A(x, u(x), Du(x))) + B(x, u(x), Du(x)), x E Q, 
Wx) = A@, u(x), Du(x)) . Y(X) + cp(x>, XEdQ. 
Here A is a vector-valued function and B a scalar-valued function defined on 
fl x R x If? ‘, and y(x) is the inner normal to al2 at x. The ellipticity of (0.1) 
means that 
for all nonzero r E R”. (Here and in what follows, we employ the convention 
that repeated indices are to be summed from 1 to n.) That (0.1) is of 
variational type means that there is a scalar function F(x, z,p) such that 
A i = aF/3pi. We note that (0.1) being elliptic is equivalent to F being convex 
in p. In the special case that B = -$F/az, it is easy to verify that (0.1) is the 
Euler-Lagrange equation for the functional 
Z(u) = !^ F(x, (x), Du(x)) dx - 1 p(x) u(x) ds. 
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Other authors have examined (0.1) for the capillary problem, i.e., 
A(x,z,p)=(l +]p]2)-“2p (see [l, 2, 5, 15, 16, 18]), ‘and for (0.1) 
sufficiently similar to that problem (see [ 181). Moreover Ladyzhenskaya nd 
Ural’tseva considered (0.1) for uniformly elliptic Q in 19, Chap. lo] even if 
(0.1) is not of variational type. For these operators it is possible to show that 
solutions to (0.1) exist. To do so, certain estimates are obtained for solutions 
of a family of problems related to (0.1); then a theorem of Fiorenza ]3] is 
used to infer the existence of a solution to (0.1). We shall extend these results 
to a much broader class of equations than heretofore considered. 
Our basic approach to the problem is similar to that in the works cited. 
We derive appropriate stimates for solutions of a family of related problems 
and then use these estimates to conclude that (0.1) has a solution. In fact our 
estimates will be derived in much the same way as those already known; 
namely we imitate the derivation of the corresponding interior estimates, 
valid for arbitrary solutions of Qu = 0, and take into account the special 
form of the boundary condition. 
There are some important new aspects in our estimates. however, First, we 
use as a model a more general interior estimate [ 141 than has been used 
before. Second, we use several consequences of the special form of the 
boundary condition that apparently have not been noticed before. Finally, 
instead of Fiorenza’s theorem, we use a simpler result [ 111 which allows the 
related family of problems to be chosen in a straightforward fashion. 
We present in Section 1 the basic notation, integral identities, and Sobolev 
inequalities we shall use throughout his paper. Consequences of the special 
form of the boundary condition and some important, related inequalities are 
given in Section 2. In Sections 3-5 we derive the basic estimates which will 
be used. Examples to illustrate these estimates are given in Section 6, and 
existence results for (0.1) are discussed in Section 7. We remark here that the 
variational nature of (0.1) is only used in Section 4 to obtain gradient 
estimates; however, the techniques used there rely heavily on this 
assumption. 
1. BASIC MATERIAL 
Following standard practice, we use the dummy variables z and p in the 
places held by u(x) and Du(x) in A and B, both of which are assumed to be 
defined in fi x IA x R”. Unless otherwise indicated, we write A for 
A(x, u, Du) and B for B(x, u, Du). Also we use subscripts for partial 
derivatives and superscripts on A to indicate components. Thus 
A!, = dAi/3pj. The space of uniformly Lipschitz continuous functions in R 
~111 be denoted by L(a). We note that any q E L(n) has a unique 
continuous extension to X?. 
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Our first integral identity is a simple consequence of the divergence 
theorem: 
LEMMA 1.1. Zf u E C’(fi) is a solution of (O.l), then 
I,(A -Dfj-Bq)dx=j-*cPtlds forallrjEL(i2). (1.1) 
We now suppose that A and B can be decomposed as follows: 
A (x, z, P> = E(x, z, P) + E’(x, z, PI, B(x, Z,P) = G(x, z,p) + G’b z,P), 
where E, E,, E,, E’, and G are differentiable with respect o x, z, and p. 
(The examples in Section 6 will show the usefulness of this decomposition.) 
We then define 
u = (1 + IDU12)“2, aij=u~l PI ’ 
Cih = D&E’); + (E’); + (E’);r + G’6”. 
Dih = D,uE; + E& + Gdih, 
(1.2) 
g,=6^,p+Ai&yk-Dihy. I) 
where 8’ is the Kronecker 6, and 8, the tangential gradient on 80, is defined 
for g E C’(a). Properties of 8 can be found in [7, Sect. 15.11. 
Our second integral identity uses properties of 8. It will be used to obtain 
estimates on \Du 1 in Section 4. 
LEMMA 1.2. Zf u E C’(fi) is a solution of (O.l), then 
I 
R I(u-‘aijDjku + C”) Di - i ~1 D(Dih)~Jdx=( Igkq+6^i(A’)y,V)dS (1.3) 
. 362 
for q E L(Q) and k = l,..., n. 
Proof. We assume at first that q E C’(a) and replace r7 by D, q in (1.1). 
From (1.2) and the divergence theorem, it follows that 
(u-‘aiJDj,u + C”) Dir - Di(Di”) 9 dx 
= I - rPDk?J --A’ykDiq - D”yi?j ds 30 
= I -V&‘l-Aiyh&‘l-Diky,qds. 862 
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This last equality is a consequence of the definition of s^ and the identity 
o = -A ‘yi. But now [7, Theorem 15.11 implies that 
Thus (1.3) is valid for n E C”(G). A simple approximation argument can 
then be used to obtain (1.3) for q E L(R). 1 
We remark here that the term Ji(Ai) ykq contains second derivatives of u 
evaluated on aa. An appropriate choice of v, motivated by [ 18 ], will be used 
in Section 4 to eliminate this term. 
Before presenting the Sobolev inequality we introduce some more notation. 
For u E C’(a) not necessarily a solution of (0.1) we define u by (1.2) and 
also, for h E L(Q), 
g” = 8’ - v-‘DiuDju, 6,h=g”Dih, H=(nv)-‘giiD,/u, dp=vdx. 
(1.4) 
It is easy to verify that 6 is the tangential gradient, H is the mean curvature, 
and dp is the surface measure for the hypersurface in R”+ ’ given by 
X n+ ’ = u(x). 
LEMMA 1.3. Let u E C’(a) and suppose there is a constant K such that 
I h,vds<K. ((6h,J+h,(HI+h,)dp J (l-5) a0 R 
for all nonnegative h, E L(O) (see Lemma 2.1). Then 
1 
n/en + m) 
h m(n+m)‘n 4 
G C, (ja h” dp)m”‘+m’ (jfl (IJh(” + h” IHI” + hm)dp)““lli”’ (1.6) 
for all m > 1 and nonnegative h E L(B), where C, is a positive constant 
depending only on K. m, and n. 
ProoJ We use 112. (1.3)] and the technique of 15, Lemma 1.11 to 
conclude that 
1 
R 
hgdp<C(q,r) (1 
R 
h”dp)“‘(j 
n 
(hr~~hl+hrt’~HI)d~+~~~,h”‘vds). 
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where p, q, I are nonnegative and (p/n) + r + 1 = q. Then (1.5) with 
h, = h’+ I gives 
We now choose q = m(n + m)/n, p = 1 + (q/m), and r = (m - 1)(1 + (m/n) 
- (m/n*)). Inequality (1.6) is then a consequence of Holder’s inequality (cf. 
the derivation of 112, (1.4) I). fl 
We remark that we shall be primarily concerned with two special cases of 
Lemma 1.3. The first, when u E 1, will appear in Section 3. The second when 
u is a solution of (0.1) and m = 2, will appear in Section 4. 
2. ALGEBRAIC RESULTS 
In this section we prove some important algebraic results which will be 
used repeatedly. The first two (Lemma 2.1) will allow us to estimate 
integrals over &2 in terms of integrals over R (cf. (1.5)). These results are 
essentially known (cf. [4, Appendix III; 18, Lemma 2 I). The last result will 
be used to make a connection between the techniques in [ 14, 18 J and here. It 
does not seem to have been noticed before. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let 3R E C2 and suppose h E L(R) is nonnegative. 
(a) Then 
j_ 
-aa 
hds<K(R)J’ hdx+I’ IDhldx. 
0 -0 
(b) Suppose u E C’(B) satisfies 
A(x,u,Du)*y+ql=O (2.1) 
on afl, where A satisfies 
JA(x,u,Du)Ju~~,Du~A(x,u,Du), ~rp(u</12Du .A(x,u,Du) (2.2) 
on {x E 8Q: v > 5) and p,, p2, t are positive constants with /I,, 7 > 1 and 
& < 1. Then 
j 
an 
huds<KW3+,0)[ (16h/+hIHl+h)d,u. 
-0 
where we use the definitions (1.2) and (1.4). 
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Proof: (a) Since aR E C2, we may extend y to a C’ vector field in f2 
such that ) y I< 1. Therefore, by the divergence theorem, 
s h ds = j hyiyi ds = - j D,hy, dx - j h div y dx. af2 an rJ n 
The desired inequality follows from this identity with K(R) = supq ldiv y[. 
(b) We extend y as in part (a). Then, by [5, (1.44)] we have 
[ ai(hyi) dP = J 
-0 ac2 
hv( 1 - (7 . v)’ dS - f Hhy * v dp, 
-R 
where v = Du/v. Since 1 ye VI < 1 in Q and 16iyil <c,(a), it follows that 
aa 
hv(l-(y.v)*)ds<(l+c,)j (I6hI+hlHJ+h)dp. 
R 
Hence we need only show that 1 - (y . v)* is bounded away from zero. This 
is clearly the case where v < t, so we may use (2.2). Following Ural’ceva, we 
consider 
F, = (yi - (y . v) vi)@4 i + ‘pyi) = -(y . v) v - ‘Du . A + q(y . v)‘. 
The second inequality of (2.2) gives 
JFJ > (y . v)’ VP2 (Du .A -v Irpl)‘> (ye v)*(A . v)*(l -p2)*, 
and Schwarz’s inequality combined with (2.2) gives 
1~,12 < (1 - (Ye v)*)w I2 - l(DI’K (1 - (Y . v)*)P:(~ *VI*. 
Hence 
1 - (Y * v)’ > c,(y . VI*, 
where c2 =/I;‘(1 -/3*)‘. Since 0 < c, < 1, this last inequality can be solved 
for 1 - (y . v)?, 
1 - (y * v)’ > c*/( 1 - CJ > 0. I 
We remark that the proof of Lemma 2.1 (b) allows us to “solve” bounda_ry 
condition (2.1) for Du + y, the normal derivative of u on XJ in terms of 6~. 
Although we shall not use this fact, we note that it would suffice to estimate 
8~ in order to estimate Du on 8Q and hence in R. This observation is used in 
115, p. 29). 
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Our next result provides an important connection between the quantities 
aijDjkuDiku, aiigkmDikuDj,u, and aUDikuvkDjmuv, which appear in [ 14) 
and a”D,, u(A k + q’yk) Djm u(A m + cpy”) which will arise in Section 4. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let (a”) be a symmetric positive semi-definite matrix, let 
u E C’(a), and let B be a unit vector such that Du . B > a,, 1 Du) for some 
a, > 0. Then 
a”DikuDjku < C(a,)[ai’gkmDikuDj,u + aijDikuBkDi,,,uBm]. 
Proof: By definition 
aiiDikuDjku = aiigkmDikuDjmu $ aijDikuvkDi,uv,. 
We shall prove that 
a”D, uvkDjmuv, < C(a,)[aUgkmDikuDjmu + aijDikuBkDi,uBm] (2.3) 
from which the desired result follows readily. - - 
Since Du = (Du . B) B + (Du e B) B for some unit vector i? orthogonal to 
B, we may write 
aijDikuvkDj,uv, = a’jDikuBkDj,uv,(v . B) + aiiDikuBkDimuv,(v . B) 
= aUDikuBkDj,uv,(v . B) + aijDikugkrgrD,imuv,(v . i?) 
+ aijDikuvkDjmuv,(v . B)*. 
Since 1 - (v * 3)’ > ai, we infer that 
a”D,,uv D. uv <a-* k ,m ml 0 ()a’jDikuBkDj,uv,I + IaiiDikugkr~Dimuvm() 
< a~2(ai~DikuBkDj,uBm}“2{aijDikuvkDimuv,}’~2 
+ a;*(a’jDikug krDjmugm’)“2(ai’Dj,,,uvmDikuvk)‘i2, 
where we have used the positive semi-definiteness of (a”) in the form 
Iaij<i~jI Q (aiJ~i~j}“2{aij~i~j}“2. (2.4) 
Hence after using the identity 
gkrg*r = gk* - v -*vkvm) (2.5) 
and dividing by (aiiDjkuvkDj,,,u~,)‘~*, we obtain 
(aijD,kuvkDjmu~,) ‘I* < a;2[{aiiDikuBkDj,uB,}1f2 + {aiiDikugkmDjmu}“*]. 
Squaring this inequality and using Cauchy’s inequality gives (2.3). # 
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3. BOUNDS ON THE SOLUTION 
Our first estimate is on the solution u itself. To obtain it, we use a 
simplified version of the argument in Section 4 which will be used to estimate 
Du. Our results here are new in the generality given, but they are very close 
to [7, Lemma 9.6; 9, Lemma 2.2, Chap. 10; 18, Sect. 21. Moreover the basic 
idea and the iteration are due to Moser [ 131. 
LEMMAI 1. Let u E C’(a) n C’(Q) be a solution of (0.1) with v, possibly 
depending also on u. Suppose that the structure conditions 
(3.la) 
zB(x,z,p),<b,p.A(x,z,p)+b, IzY, (3.lb) 
w(x, z) < co lZlrn for XE m, (3.k) 
are satisfied for I z I> M, where a,, b,, 6, , co, m, and M are positive 
constants with m > 1. Then 
supIuI~C(a,,b,,b,,c,,m,M) 1 luldx+ 1). (3.2) 
a a 
ProoJ Set a = n + m and define for q > m + 1 + 2b, 
W7+1-C2 
v= 1-E + 
( ) 
(Ill- u, 
where 
(1 -G)+ =max 11 -fi,Oi. 
Then 
where 
qI=(aq+l-a)fi+(q-m) 1-E. 
( 1 U 
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Inserting q into (1.1) and using (3.lb) and (3.1~) gives 
where O,N = {x E 9: lu(x)l > M}. We now apply Lemma 2.1 (a) to the 
boundary integral and then Young’s inequality to obtain 
r 
nq-n 
< (u(‘-’ q2 dx 
Q H 
< I’ 
’ 0 I, 
lDulrn (1 -;)““” (uIq-m eq,q’dx 
-+i 
Q N 
(1 -+,““-” (ulqco(q,&-“‘m-‘)+K)dx, 
where K is the constant of the lemma, E > 0, and 
q2=(w+ l- 1 ,u( aM+q 1-M. 
i 1 lul 
We conclude from these last two inequalities. with the aid of (3. la) that 
1’ 
nw 
\Du\” (l-~)uq-“~u/q-‘“(q,-b,,-~c,q,)d,~ 
<IQ,, (1 -c)aq-” Iu(‘-“’ (a,q, -a,&,+b, t cO(q~~-““” ” +K)}dx. 
(3.3 1 
We now use the inequalities 
91 a fsz, ql> 2b,,, 41 < aq, q2Gw 
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and choose E = (4~~))’ to obtain 
where c, depends only on a,, b,, b,, c,, K, and m. 
We now set 
h”= I-- (. 1 lbf aq-o+m Iu19 u + 
in Lemma 1.3 with u of that lemma identically one, recalling also 
Lemma 2.1(a). A simple calculation shows that 
IDhI”< 2mamqm 1-s aq-o (ulq-* (Du(” 
( ) 
so that 
. 
nl(n t ml 
,,“Zh+*,/n dx 
R 
To set up our iteration, we define K = 1 + (m/n), 
where I,,,(x) = 1 if /u(x)/ > M, and Z,Jx) = 0 otherwise. Then our last 
inequality becomes 
where c, = C,2m “amc,. As in [ 14, (2.24)] we set 
4 = Ku. v = vg, vg + l...., 
where K“O > m + 1 + 26,, Then, since 
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we obtain 
0 1 
1lqo (l/00) IdX , R 
where c:‘~o = c!@, q. = K”O, 
Hence 
p= c K-C, p, = c v-ym + 1). 
u=vo c= “0 
supiigc, I Cdx’ a a 
or 
Inequality (3.2) then follows with C = max( 2ac3, M}. 1 
Lemma 3.1 reduces the estimate of sup ) U) to an estimate of s, ) u ) dx. This 
integral can be bounded if the function B decreases uffkiently fast with 
respect o z. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let u E C’(d) n C’(Q) be a solution of (0.1) and suppose 
that 
P.~(x,z,P)~IPlrn-~,lzlrn~, 
zB(x, z,p) < hop * A@, z,p) - Wlzl) lzlmo, 
zrp(x, z) < co Izlrno for xEa-2 
(3.1’) 
fir 1.~1 &MO, where a,, b,, c,, m, m,, and MO are positive constants with 
m > 1, m > m,. Suppose also that 
b,(t) > 0 and b,(t) --, 01 as t-+oD. (3.5) 
Then 
ProoJ: We suppose first that q 2 1 + 2b, + m,. The general case follows 
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from Holder’s inequality. If we set v = (jt(lq-mO - MqPmo)+ u, where 
M>max{l,M,} in (1.1) and apply (3.1’), we obtain 
I ~Du~m((q-m,)Ju~q-mo+ (1 -b,)(~~)~-“‘~-M~--o)} dx Q&f 
- jnMIuIqa,(q-mm,)dx+ jnM~~Jmo(~~/q-m”-Mq-mo) 
x {-al(l -b,) + b,(M)} dx 
,< I ~,lul”(lu(~-~~-M~-~,)d~ aa 
< f 
I 
IDU~ ((q-m,) Iu14-mo + 2(lu(q-mo- kFmo)} dx 
R 
+c,(co,Km,m,,q) jlulqdx. 
(We have used Lemma 2.1(a) and Young’s inequality as in Lemma 3.1 and 
also the inequality m, ,< m. After rearranging and combining terms and 
noting that the combined term involving ) Du Jm is positive, we see that 
j 
RPM 
lul”dx[b,(M)-c,] < I, JUJq-maMmodx[b,(M)+c3], 
M 
where c1 = c2(u,, 6,, c,, q, m) and c3 = ~,(a,, b,). Hence if M is so large that 
b,(M)> 2c, + cjr 
we obtain 
j 
Q.w 
lulqdx94j ~u~4-moMmodx~fjnu~u~~dx+c,(m,,M,q,~~~) 
~,.w 
so 
j lu1qdx<2c, DM 
and therefore 
5 Ju)qdx<2c,+M41RI R 
which is the required inequality. fi 
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To include the capillary problem in our considerations, we need to prove 
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 also for m = 1. In this case, as can easily be seen, a 
restriction must be placed on c,,. . 
LEMMA 3.3. Let u E C’(G) n C*(Q) be a solution of (0.1) and suppose 
that the structure conditions 
P.A(x,z,P)~lPl--a,lz/, 
zB(~,z,P)~b,P.A(x,z,P)+b*lz/, (3.6) 
w(x, z> Q co I z I for x E ~22 
are satisfied for ) z I > h4, where a,, b,, b,, co, and A4 are positive constants 
with co < 1. Then 
suplul~C(a,,b,,6,,c,,M) 
R ( 
j 
0 
1uldx-t 1). 
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as for Lemma 3.1 except hat we 
use the inequality co < 1 rather than Young’s inequality. We follow that 
proof with a, q,, etc. as in that proof with m = 1. Then for q sufficiently 
large, we have in place of (3.3) 
job,I~d (l-f$)aq-a14q-1 iql-bo-coq,idx 
“Ib, (1 -j$)uq-a 1~1’~’ {c,q,-a,&,+b, tc,q,tK}dx. 
Since lim,,,(q,/q,) = 1, we have 
41- 60 - co42 3 1 
for q large; hence (3.4) is valid. The proof now follows that of Lemma 3.1 
exactly. I 
The analog of Lemma 3.2 is proved by modifying Lemma 3.2 the same 
way. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let u E C’(fi)n C’(a) be a solution 
that 
of (0.1) and suppose 
P.A(x,z,P)>,IPl-a,lzl, 
zB(x,z,P)~~oP.A(x,z,P)--b,(lzl 
Z~(X,Z)~C,lZl for xE ~32 
>IzL (3.6’) 
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for Izl >M,, where a,, b,, co, and M, are positive constants with c, < 1. 
Suppose also (3.5). Then for all q > 1, 
Combining Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 or 3.3 and 3.4 yields an a priori bound 
for U. We note here some particular combinations of hypotheses which will 
be used later. 
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose A and q are independent of z, that B, < -6, ( 0 
for all (x, z, p) for some constant b, , and that 
P.A(x,P)>IPI-~,, (x,p) E n x R”, 
B(x,O,~),<b,(p.A(x,~)+a,)“*, (x,p) E f-2 x R”, (3.7) 
ldx)l ,< co7 XEBf2. 
Suppose also either that 
~.A(x,~)>l~l”‘-a,, (x,p)Enx IR” 
for some m > 1 or that 
co< 1. 
If u E C’(B) n C’(0) is u solution of (0. l), then 
sup Iul< c, 
R 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
where C depends on a,, b,, b, , co, 8, and also m in case (3.8) holds. 
4. BOUNDS ON THE GRADIENT 
In this section, we derive estimates for the gradient of solutions to (0.1). 
Our outlined approach is based very strongly on 141 which in turn is based 
on [ 131; however, we shall use several ideas fro I [S, 12, 181 as well. Some 
of these ideas were already seen in Section 2, and others will be seen below. 
Before presenting the results, we give some important definitions and then 
the structure conditions we shall use in deriving these estimates. 
First we recall (1.2) and (1.4), where now u always denotes a C’(fi) 
solution of (0.1). We shall use /3, c, K, M, and p. to denote nonnegative 
constants with 
M>suplul, n ‘PO 2 “,“,p IPIi 
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/I, c, K will often appear subscripted. We assume also that cp and y have been 
extended to all of R in a C’ fashion with 
lrpl Q%Y IYIG 1 in R. 
To derive our estimates, we assume the existence of an increasing C’ 
function V, such that 
0 < ,8, v ,< u,(F(x, u, Du) + cp(x) Du . r> Q u (4.1) 
in 9. For brevity we shall write v1 for v,(F + qDu . y). We note that (4.1) 
allows us to infer estimates on Du from estimates on V, (cf. [ 18, p. 3671). 
Most of our structure conditions will be stated in terms of u r , although we 
can state them equally well in terms of u. 
We define 
Q2 = U-2aijakmD. uD u 
Jk im 3 B = v-*@;)-I aiJDiu,Div, 
and note that 5Y2 is nonnegative because (0.1) is elliptic and of variational 
type so the matrix (a”) is symmetric and positive definite. For r >/?, , 
x0 E Q, and p > 0, we also define 
f2, = (x E n: 0, > 5), (an), = (x E m: 0, > r}, 
B,=(xEW’(x-x,l<p), Q,,,=B,nf2,. 
We now introduce structure functions w, A,, A, ,4,, A,, /1 assumed to be 
positive, increasing and C’ on [/?, 00). We also introduce a positive function 
,U such that 
a"titj>/~It12 on QTo, rER” 
for some r0 > Dr. 
We assume (cf. [ 14, p. 8231) that, for t > rO, 
w~lu~)~ W(t)~(A(t)/qt))(“+*)‘2/A(t) are increasing, 
t-4(/i(t)/~(t))(“+2)‘2/~(t), t-"w(t) are decreasing, 
w(t) > 1, M) > 1, 
and that on aze, 
‘0 g”titj < ui'titj <PZnll ItI’ for <E R”, (4.2a) 
Al < IA + WI <P,&? (4.2b) 
Al < 1/v; <i32&, (4.2~) 
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where here and below ,I,, is used as an abbreviation for &(u,) and similarly 
for the other structure functions. We also assume that on QTO, 
Du . A >&qou, Du.A>.p,lAl~ (4.3) 
where j3, > 1 and p, > 0. (Conditions (4.2) and (4.3) may be thought of as 
auxillary ellipticity hypotheses. As we shall see from the examples in 
Section 6, they are reasonable.) 
We now present the structure conditions which will be used in obtaining 
the desired gradient estimate. With the exception of Eqs. (4.2), (4.3), (4.6) 
and the monotonicity condition concerning A,,, our conditions are exactly 
(4.4a) 
(4.4b) 
(4.5a) 
(4.5b) 
(4.5c) 
(4.5d) 
(4.5e) 
(4.5f) 
Srk= Ef,DiuDku + Ef,tDk~ + G,DkU t EtlX/c + DiUEiXk + G,x 
yik = D,uA; t A;, + D,((oy’); 
g/Jk-ylDikyiYk<A1, (4.6a) 
(ww2 +4<P&& (4.6b) 
(4~) (n+2)‘2 v < ,L?, wB8Du - A, (4.7) 
u,(w’)’ 2; <pppDu . A, (4.8a) 
A,w <&Du . A, (4.8b) 
A,v, < E(u,) w*L,Du . A, (4.8~) 
0 IAzl t lAxI <P,G,)Du a-4, (4.8d) 
505/4?/2-5 
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where E is a positive decreasing function for t > r,, with ~(5~) < 1. 
PI <D,oDu -A, (4.9a) 
(A(<&,(U)DU .A. (4.9b) 
where E, is a positive decreasing function with e,(t) + 0 as t --+ co. 
Our approach is as follows (cf. 1141). We use (4.2~(4.6) to prove a basic 
inequality (Lemma 4.1) analogous to [ 14, (2.1 l)]. We then use the Sobolev 
inequality, Lemma 1.3, and (4.7) to reduce the estimate on u, to one on 
“f wqDu . A dx 
for large positive q (Lemma 4.2). The estimate is then reduced to one on 
I .Du.Adx 
via (4.8) (Lemma 4.3), which in turn is estimated using (4.9) (Lemma 4.4). 
These results are finally collected together in Theorem 4.5. 
We note here some important identities as well as some consequences of 
the structure conditions (primarily (4.3)) and Section 2. First 
D;v, =~llD,u(A~+9y~)+DiuF,+F,,+Di(9~‘)D,u]. (4.10a) 
Di(Dik) = (E; + GJ Di, u + Pljk Dip +, <, (4.10b) 
Di(Ak + (~$7 = up’a”Djiu + .C ki. (4.1Oc) 
Now, since (4.3) is the same as (2.2) except for the naming of constants. 
we have from Lemma 2.1(b) that 
J hv ds < K, J (lW+hlf4+h)d~ (4.1 la) aa I2 
for all nonnegative h E L(Q). where K, = K,(j3,. ,fl,. 7,,, 0). 
Also (4.3) implies that 
~D~.A-cp,v~(l--~)Du.A. 
Combining this inequality with (4.2b) and the Schwarz mequality, we obtain 
lAl+rp,GKJ,~ Du . A > K,&,v,, (4.1 lb) 
where K, = K&3,. P3, P4) and K3 = K3(PL 3 PI, P3 y Pa). 
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Next we note that the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2 are fulfilled with 
B= A+w a = (1 -P,)K2 
IA + WI 
and 0 
P2 
by virtue of (4.2b) and (4.1 lb). Taking also (4Se) and (4Sf) into account 
yields 
aijD,uDj,u < K,v2~;‘(Q2 + B + Ao), 
where K, = K,(a,, P,, P,). 
(4.1 lc) 
From (4.2a), (4.2c), and (2.5) we obtain 
l;H2 <SF’, v-2lo (6v,12 < 8, WI2 G/32 lDC12 (4.114 
for any <E L(R) (cf. [ 14, (2.13)]). 
Upon choosing l perpendicular to Du in (4.4b) and applying (4.2a). we 
have 
1 <P,G (4.1 le) 
Finally (4.8a), (4.2), (4.1 lb) imply that 
w’<KK5, (4.1 If) 
where K, = KS@, , p2, /I,, K,), and (4.8b) and (4.1 lb) imply that 
w <PJzv. (4.1 k) 
LEMMA 4.1. Let x be a nonnegative Lipschitz function for t > ro, let 
r > to and suppose that 
0 ,< (t - 5) x’(t>/x(O < cx for tar (4.12) 
for some constant cx. If c E L(Q) and if conditions (4.2), (4.3), (4.4a). (4.5), 
and (4.6) hold, then 
(4.13) 
where c, =c,(P,P~,P~,P~,P~,P~~P~,~~‘.~). 
Proof: Following [ 181 we first replace v by (Ak + oyk) v in (1.3) and 
sum on k. Since 
(A k + pyk) yk = ykJkp = yk& yk = 0 on ai2, 
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we have from (1.3) and (4.10) that 
(5%?” + v-‘aUDj,u.Yki + v-‘akjDJiuClk -+- Cik.vkr) q dx 
+ 
I 
vmlaUDjku(Ak + ‘PYk) Dirl+ Cik(Ak + ~oyk) Ditl dx 
R 
- ((Ef+G,i)Dik~+~ijkDijU+~)(A’+~ly~)~d~ I R 
= (gkA k- VDikYiYk)V ds* 
We now estimate the terms involving q undifferentiated in R, 
Jv-‘aijDjkUjYki + v-2akjDjiUCik( 
by (2.4), (4.2a), (4.1 lc), (4Sa), (4.5e) and the inequality p </I,&, which 
follows from (4.2a); 
I CikYk’l < p2p5Llo 
by (4.2a), (4Sa) and (4Se); 
l(Ef + Gpi)DikU(Ak + ‘PYk)I < {P~L’Io}“~{~ +A,}1’2 
by (4.5b), (4.10a), (4.2~) and (4.5e); 
lqjkDijU(Ak f qyk)l < (~~/10V-2UiiD~kUDjkU}1’2{/iO}“2 
< {P,K,(@2 + B +4J)“‘{~op2 
by (4.5~) and (4.1 lc). 
If q > 0 we can combine the preceding inequalities with (4.5a) and 
Cauchy’s inequality to obtain 
jn(fsF2-:b]vdx+jQv -laiiDjku(Ak + rpyk) Dir dx 
+j Cik(Ak+~~k)Di~dX<c2j A,qdX+j8QAlVdS, (4.14) 
R R 
where c, = c2(pz, pS, KJ. Setting 
rl= (Vl - 5)+ X(Vl) c2 
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in (4.14) transforms the inequality to 
+I v -‘UijDjkU(Ak +pYk)DiVi{X+ (VI -T)X’} c2 Q Qr 
+j Cik(Ak+~yk)DiVl{X+(V,-T)X’}[2dx 
a, 
f2 
I 
v-‘aiiDjku(Ak + pyk) @Ii& dp 
a, 
+2 I Cik(A k + ~7~) Dir& dp fl, 
where we have used (4.1) and the fact that 0 Q t < v, on a,. 
From (4.2b), (4Sa), (4.5e), (4.50, (4.10a), and (4.12), it follows that 
V-2U’iDjku(Ak+~~k)DiV~{X+(V~-5)X’} 
>a-a”“((1 +c,)2A,2/3,}“2~, 
~Cik(Ak+~~k)DiV~(X+(V~-~)X’}~~~“2{2~~(l+~x)2A~}“2X~ 
IV-lUiiDjkU(Ak + pyk) Dill < {(a + 2,85A,) r2}“2(~OaiiDil;Dir}“2, 
ICik(Ak + qyk) DJ[l< (~S/io~2}“2(~,ai~DiZ;D,~)“2. 
Therefore, taking (4.2a) into account, we have that 
where cj = c3(j?, , /12, p, , c,). The boundary integral is estimated via (4.6b), 
(4.11d), and (4.11a) with h =/i,(l - (~/v,))[~. So 
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} ‘I2 d lJ2x d,u 
where c~=c&~~P~,P~,P~~K~) d an we have used (4.4a). Combining these 
last two inequalities gives (4.13) with c, = 2(c, + cd). a 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that conditions (4.2)-(4.6) hold. If 7 > to, p > 0, 
and x0 E 52, then 
Proof We follow [ 14, Lemma 1 ] closely. Set m = 2 and 
h2= !(I -;)+ [/(“21R’ w2q(/i,~)nJ2 
in Lemma 1.3, where q > 1 + p, and { E L(G) is nonnegative, taking account 
of (4.11 a). Some straightforward calculations yield 
+ I,, cc (n+2y(ly’)2 )&I, 2 + ly2fP] 
n/tn  2)
+ q2~(“+2’q-“-2~2 (6c(*)d,u I , (4.16) 
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where cg = c&C,, n, Q), K = (n t 2)/n, 
u= [ (d&]nilW*, 
dx’ = Z,(A/Q(“+ *‘I* [ (I-;)<I-:lg, 
and Z,(x) = 1 if U,(X) > r and t;(x) > 0, Z,(x) = 0 otherwise. 
If we define 
x = (v/n> (n+2v2//1)W2q (1 eJ"+"q-n-*, 
then (4.1 Ie) gives 
Further, the given monotonicity of 
implies that 
t-yA(t)/qt)yn+*)‘*/A and t-Ow(t) 
where c, = c&I, n). Therefore, after applying (4.4), (4.1 Id), (4.1 le), and the 
preceding inequalities, we obtain from (4.16) that 
(s, CqKdx’)l’K <c,q2 (i, ziq<* dx’)*‘(‘+*) 
r 
x jn UqCz dx’ t 
I 1 
tiq [D[12 dx’ 
R 
where c8 = c&?, , cg, c,). 
Now the given monotonicity of 
w(t)4(A(t)/jl(t))(“+2)‘2 A(t) and t -Ow(t) 
implies (4.12) with cx = c&I, n) q and x defined as above. Hence we can 
apply Lemma 4.1 with C(n+2)q-n replacing [* to (4.17); making this 
application and then using (4.4) and the appropriate definitions gives 
(r, ziqc dx’)“” < cIoq4 i, C“(C’ t IDC/‘) dx’, 
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where c ,0 = c,~(c, , cg, q). But, aside from minor notational differences, 
(4.18) is the same as (3.4) provided [ is chosen so that 
O<[<l on R, [=O on SZ\B,, 
(3 1 on BpiZr IDCI <4/p on ~2. 
(4.19) 
Therefore 
supziQ c,r 1 U dx’, R 0 
where c 11 =cII(cIo,~, v,,P) and K“O> 1 +j% (4.15) follows from the 
definitions of U and dx’. m 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that conditions (4.2), (4.3), (4.4a), (4.5), (4.6), and 
(4.8) are satisfied and that e(t) --t 0 as t + co in (4.8). Let q >, 2, p >, 0, 
r > to, x0 E R, and define 
u = sup ] 24 - U(XJ]. 
8, 
Then 
I 
w9Du . A dx < c,* 
!’ 
Du . A dx, 
Qrd1 R T.P 
where c 12 = C12@P,,...,/&,P9r 6 4, fJ,7, w, (PO, Q). 
Proof. We use a variant of the proof of [ 14, Lemma 21 introduced in 
[ 12, Lemma 4.31. This variant allows the proof to carry over to the parabolic 
analog of (0.1) without using an a priori bound on u,. 
We consider the integral 
I, = 
.r 
(w9 - We)+ l” Du . A dx, 
0 
where 4 E L(Q) satisfies (4.19). An integration by parts gives 
I,=-. ! qiiwq--w’[9Dv, . A dx 0, 
- 1 qU(wq - w(7)‘) [“- ‘DC . A dx 0, 
- I n, (w” - ~(7)~) c9U div(A) dx 
- I (wq - w(7)“) CqtiA . y ds, can), 
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where ii = u - u(xJ. We denote this boundary integral by I, and use the 
estimates 
IA 9fl=l~I<~~ on af% lq< u on supp < 
in conjunction with Lemma 2.1 (a) to infer that 
I, < Kp,u 
i 
*, (wq - We) c” dx 
+ vl,, j , IDu I (w" - w(r)') C" dx 
+ VPO~ I wq-‘w’ IDv,l 4” dx 0, 
fWo~ju ( wq - ~(5)~) Cq-’ lD[l dx. 
T 
Hence 
I, - Kp, u 
i 
(wq - ~(5)~) Cq dx R 
I 
< qa 1^ 
w*-‘w’Ca IDv, 1 (A 1 + PO) dx 
a, 
+quj wqYq-’ WI (IA I t (~0) dx 
Q, 
+ u 
i 
D, (w” - We) <” div(A) dx 
4 I *, kwK2 
w~-*[~v;~ VP IDv,12}{(~ow’)2(v/~)(w~)q}1’2 dx 
*u*K~(w~)~-* Du a A ID~~2}1~2{(I*o~)2(~~)q/D~ . A}“* dx 
+ u 
1^ 
R, (w” - ~(5)~) Cq div(A) dx 
by virtue of (4.11 b). Now, on Qr,, , we have 
(div(A)I = Iv-‘aU8jkDiku + DimIf +A$( 
~{nK,(02+~++o)}“2+~(r)D~~A 
by (4.8d), (4.1 lc), and (2.4). Moreover, for v, > t, 
(4.20) 
Wq - W(T)’ < (2 + ‘h#,) Wq 
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from (4.1 lf) and the fact that w(r,,) > 1. Therefore 
(wq - ~(7)~) div(A) < ~(7) wqDu . A + {&uw~}“~ 
I 
(2 + 4zqK,)(wqe2/&,) 
[( ) 1 I 
112 
X 1-t %Y2+cYt$rlo w”/v * 
Inserting this inequality in (4.20), applying Cauchy’s inequality, and using 
(4.8), (4.11), (4.19), we find that 
I, - Kcp,o 
! 
(w” - ~(7)~~) c” dx R 
T 
< (4 + m(7)) i,, (w<)~Du . A dx + c,+J’ I,, (wQ4- ’ Du . A dx 
T 
+ C,dU2 i,, (wq-2/no> [ (1 -k) g2 + &?I [qdp 
+ q4u2 1 WI/&) wq - ‘Cq dp, (4.21) 0, 
where c 13=c13U47K2~q~~) and c 14=c14GOl,P9,K*,K5rq,r). 
We now note that, without loss of generality, we may assume that 
q > 2 + p because w 2 1 on R,. The monotonicity of 
implies (4.12) with x = wq-‘/;l, and cx = /?q. It then follows from Lemma 4.1 
that 
?1, 
r 
(w'-'/A,) [ (1 -k) g2 + @] C" & < cl, I,, w"-'~"(4,/4,> 
T 
+ Wq-2[q-2& lD[12 dp, 
where c IS = c,,co, 8, **--, jj6, q, 7, Q). This inequality and (4.21) then yield 
I, - Krp,a 1 n T 
(wq - w(7)‘) t” dx < (4 + c,~uE(z)) I,, (w[)~ Du . A dx 
r 
+ c,, I, (wC)~-~ Du . A dx, 
T 
where c,~ = 1 t &c,4(c,5 t 1) and cl7 = (cl3 + 16c,,c,,~-*) 02. 
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Now (4.3) implies that Du v A > 4Kyl,a if r is sufftciently large, in which 
case 
I, - Kp,a 
I 
(w” - w(z)“) P dx R 
7 
~i~~~(~~)‘Du.Adx-fw(r)‘l (~~)~-*Du.Adx 
0, 
since w is increasing and c < 1. It follows that 
jarI @[)” Du . A dx G 4(c,, + w(z$) Ia (wc)“-’ Du . A dx (4.22) 
TI 
provided 7, is so large that 
Du . A > 4Kqq,a on a,, and &(7,)OC,6< a. (4.23) 
For arbitrary r, we choose r1 > 7 satisfying (4.23) and add to (4.22) the 
obvious inequality 
This gives from (4.19) and Young’s inequality 
j. (wo4 Du . A dx < 4(c,, + ~(7,)') ja (w()“-’ Du . A dx 
T r 
<<t 
i 
R (wQqDu.Adx 
r 
+ c,,(c,,, 9, w(7,))j Du -A dx. 
0 T-0 
The desired result follows from (4.19). 1 
We remark here that Lemma 4.3 is true for E s 1 provided p is sufficiently 
small and.a modulus of continuity is known for u; see Section 6. 
For our next lemma we define 
n;={xED:o>r), lJ;.,=G!;nB,. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let 7 > 7,, > 1, p > 0, x,, E S2, and suppose u E C’(D) is a 
solution of (0.1) and that 
lVl<% on aa lul<M on 52. (4.24) 
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(a) rf(4.9) holds on l2:,, then 
where 
A,(Q)= sup {(B(x,z,P)j + iA(x,x,P)i) 
xeB,nR 
lZl<M 
IPI $72 
(4.25) 
and t2 > z is such that 
Ed <p/8. 
(b) rf(4.9a) holds on Cl,,,, then 
1 Du~Adx<exp(2MQ3,,+ l))A,, a, 
where 
A,= sup I@( X,Z,P)-(P,,+ 1)P.A(x,z,P))+ll~l+cp,l~~I. 
xso 
IZl<M 
IPl<T 
Proof. Part (a) is proved much like [ 14, Lemma 31. In (1.1) we set 
yj z e41aug, 
u = (u - Bi”nfn u - o( 1 - 0) + , 0 = osc u, 
P B,r-m 
and C E L(Q) satisfies (4.19). Then 
J 1 eb~o”a(PIOD~ . A - B) dx + ,fz e510u(Du . A - DC . A) dx 
where C = supp O. From (4.24), and (4.9a) we then have I 
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where 
czo = eP10MIB,nn((p,,+l)d,tt~,Me4’0MlaranB,I. 
Hence, by virtue of the definition of t2, 
c eD’oUDu . A dx < czo t rnn:, c e5@ lDC[ IAl dx ~nR, r2 
e~~@IDu.A-D<*AIdx 
’ < c20 t 4 ! e410”Du . A dx + c2,, rnfl, 
where c2, = @lflIB P nOl (r2 +4/p)A,. Therefore 
I eDlouDu - A dx < 2(c,, t c,,) znn: 
to which we add the inequality 
e410uDu . A dx < ea”@‘r2 A, I B, fI fI 1, 
thus obtaining 
I Du.Adx<c2,, rnn: 
where 
C 22 = 2(c,, t czl) e510M +eZbloMrzA, IB,nfI/. 
The desired inequality follows with c 19 = cz2 after taking into account the 
fact that C 2 Bp12. 
Part (b) is proved much more easily. We set q = exp((P,, + 1) u) in (1.1). 
Then 
1 ((,f?,, + 1) Du . A - B)e@“+ ‘jU dx 0: 
= 
i 
(B-Q,,+ l)D~.A)e’~l~~““dxt qe’“lo”‘“ds 
a\fl: i #?a 
< A2 ewGW,40 + l)h 
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and also, by (4.9a), 
I ((p10 + 1) DU . A - B) Plot l’U dx > exp(-M@,, + 1)) [ Du . A dx. Q: I n; 
The result follows immediately from these inequalities. 1 
We note that Lemma 4.4 does not require any of conditions (4.2k(4.8); 
nor does it rely on the variational nature of (0.1). We note further that (4.9b) 
follows from the second inequality of (4.3) with 
E,(f) = (P,t)- ‘. 
Combining Lemmas 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 with r = t,, and using (4.7) gives the 
gradient estimate. 
THEOREM 4.5. Suppose that conditions (4.2)-(4.8), (4.9a) are satisfied 
i* QT,,‘lP where p > 0 and x,, E 0. Then 
where A, is given by (4.25) and s2 = 8(p,p)- ‘. Moreover, if these conditions 
hold in QtO, then 
5. HOLDER ESTIMATES 
We present here the final estimates needed for our existence program. We 
first give some definitions which will be used here and in Section 7. 
For u defined in D and 0 < a < 1. we define 
Iulw = “y IUL [u],:,=sup(lu(x)-u(~)(lx-~/~“:.u#?’inR}, 
IuL:n = lUlO:I2 + I~LD. Iu/,+a:o = I&:<> + /Duln:a~ 
bIz+a:a = blo,a + lD4o:a + lP24n:w 
If 0 < a < 3 and a is not an integer, we define 
H,(Q) = lu: I4n:IL < co 1. 
We shall usually suppress the subscript a. Also if u is defined not on 0, but 
on Q X R X R”, we shall define 
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We also say for 2 < y < 3 that LX? E H, if at each point of LK2 there is an 
orthogonal set of coordinates (xl,..., x”) such that the given point is at the 
origin of these coordinates and such that 0 is given locally by 
x” >f(x’,..., X-l), 
where ) f JY;,, < co for some neighborhood N of the (xl,..., xn-‘) origin. When 
y > a, we can also define H,(ZXJ) and H,(LXI x II? x I?“) in an obvious way 
for aR E H,. More details on the H, spaces can be found in [7, Sect. 21 or 
[ 10, Chap. I]; the only fact we shall use, however, is that H,(G) and H,(X?) 
are Banach spaces. 
With these definitions we present our Holder estimates. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let u E C’(6) be a solution of (0.1) and suppose that 
p.A(x,z,P)~~~lPlm-~m. 
lA(x, z,p)/ < 6, 1 plrn-’ + F-‘, (5.1) 
1% Z,P)l < 6, I Plrn + a”, 
I9 ,< 90 on x4 Jul<M onn, (5.2) 
where 6, 6,, 6,, 6,, m, M, p,, are positive constants with m > 1. Then 
[u]~ < c,,(& 6,. 6,, a,, m, M, n, 9,,fl) 
for some a=a(6,6,,6,,6,.m,M,n,rp,,n) with O<a < 1. 
ProoJ See [9. Theorem 2.1, Chap. IO] especially p. 467. 1 
LEMMA 5.2. Let u E C’(n) be a solution of (0.1) and suppose (5.2) 
holds. Suppose also that 
l89lG9, on afh IDuI<M, on R, (5.3) 
I~.~~,~,P)l+l~,~~~~~~~l+I~,~~.~~~~l+I~~~~~~~~l~~,~ 
aij(X~Z,P)~i~j>,~~l~12 
(5.4) 
for <E R”, 
where (5.4) is assumed to holdfor (x, z,p) E R X R X R” satisfying Iz 1 GM, 
IpI GM,. Then 
[Du], < c,,(& 7 64, M, M, 3 (~o,9,, Q>, 
where a=a(6,,6,,M,M,,90,cPI,n). 
ProoJ See 19, Theorem 2.1, Chap. lo] especially pp. 467-468. 1 
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We remark that Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 can also be proved by modifications 
of the techniques of [ 171. 
6. EXAMPLES 
We discuss here several examples, based on those in [ 14, Sect. 41, to 
illustrate the results of the preceding sections. Throughout we assume that 
u E C’(a) is a solution of (0.1) and we use 8,8, ,..., M, (pO to denote 
nonnegative constants with 
We shall use without comment he following consequence of the convexity of 
F: 
W, z, P) 2 fix, z, 0) + P . A (x, z, PI. 
From (4.3) we have that p . A(x, z,p) -+ co as 1 p I -+ co and hence we need 
only define ui(t) for large (positive) t. The choices of vi are to be interpreted 
in this sense. We also note that if a < 1, then (Du) > av for 1 Du) sufficiently 
large. 
EXAMPLE 1 (The capillary problem). Let 
A = v, B = nH(x, u, Du) -f(x)/zj: 
where H is Lipschitz and 
n IHI + IfI + n lH,l + nH,u < 01, nv2 lHpl < 02, (PO< 1. 
We then set 
E=A, E/=0, G=nH, G’ = -f/v, v, = (v + cpDu . ?)/(I + q,). 
If we choose 
pa-*, w=log v,, A = II, = +( 1 - PO), A =A,= 1, 
A,=28, &=4(1 -fpo)-’ w-2, 
then (4.1)-(4.8), (4.9a) and the monotonicity conditions hold with 
PI = 4(1 - rpoh P= 1, PLl = 0, 
and p2 ,..., /I,, & , plo suitable constants depending on 8, 0, , e2, (p. provided r. 
is sufficiently large. Therefore we have a gradient estimate for such equations 
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from Theorem 4.5; this extends the estimates in [5, 15, 161. If we only 
require of B that 
AH(x,z,p)+-al 
lzl 
as /z]-+cc 
uniformly in (x,p), then conditions (3.6’) are fulfilled with 
a, = 1, 6, = 0, co = PO 
and some b, ; hence Section 3 provides us with an estimate on M (cf. 
[ 1,2, 181). Moreover, if we assume that H is independent of p and that 
Hz < -9, < 0, then Theorem 3.5 gives an estimate for M (cf. [ 18, Sect.21). 
EXAMPLE 2. More generally we consider (0.1) with 
B = b(x, u, Du) -f(x)/v, 
where 
DueA>.-0,, IA I < 6, u IA,1 + lAxI + lb1 + It-1 G 03, PO< 1, 
gij& rj < a “ti rj < 8, gii& t, for alIrE R”. 
We also assume either that 
u* IA,1 + u lAxI + v IbIG 8, 
or that b is Lipschitz and that 
lb,1 < Q-*, vb, + lb,)< 85, 
v3 IA,& + ~*(lA,l+ lA,,l+ IAz,I) + u lAxzl+ IAxxl G 0,. 
We set 
E = 0, E’ =A, G = 0, G’ = b -f/v 
in the first case and 
E=A, E’=O, G = b, G’ = -f/v 
in the second. In either case, we set 
VI= P’ + CPDU . rM4 + ~0). 
If we now choose 
p=v-*, w = log v,, I = A0 = f( I - PO), A=A,= 1, 
.A 1 = (e, + l>‘@ + 83), &=4(1--o)-‘w-z, 
505/49/2-6 
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then (4.1)--(4.8), (4.9a) and the monotonicity conditions hold with 
P, = 31 - %)/(b + %)9 P= 1, IA? =o 
and P21...7P7~P91P,o suitably chosen (depending on 8,8, ,..., 19,) rpO) provided 
t0 is sufficiently large. 
As in Example 1, Theorem 3.5 gives an estimate for M provided A is 
independent of z, b is independent of p, and 
This example includes those equations which arise as the nonparametric 
Euler-Lagrange equations of a parametric functional, also sometimes called 
equations of minimal-surface type (cf. [ 14, pp. 852-853; 181); hence our 
results include those in [ 181. We note, moreover, that in the cited works a 
certain homogeneity hypothesis is used in a crucial way; we need no such 
hypothesis. 
EXAMPLE 3. In (0.1) let 
A(4 &PI = Jy(l + I Pl*)“*)P~ 
where Y is a positive C’ function on [ 1, co) such that, for some 0,) 
-1 < cy’(t) < 0 
’ Y(l) ’ I 
and Y(1) = 1. 
Then F(x.z,p)=Z((l + IPI*)“~), where 
Z(t) = !‘I Y(s) s ds, 
I 
so F is convex and increasing in jp 1. It is easily verified that for (I > 1, t > 1, 
we have Z(at) > al(t). Conerning B, we assume that either 
lB/G&Y (6.2) 
or else B = b(x, U, Du) -j-(x)/v, where b is Lipschitz and 
Ib/+u21bp)+Ib,(+vb,~e2VY, v-we,. (6.2’) 
Finally we assume that lim,,, Y(t) t = co. (If the limit is finite, we may 
proceed as in Example 2.) If we assume (6.2), then we set 
E=A, E’=O, G T= 0, G’=B 
and if we assume (6.2’) then we set 
E=A, E’=O, G = b, G’ = -f/v. 
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In either case, we define V, implicitly by 
F+cpDu.y=21(v,). 
We then choose 
p = ~~U>lV~ w = (v, Y(v,))“2, 4, = tu, Y(v,), 
A= (2 + 80;))‘(v, Y(u,))~, 
A =A, = (u, Y(u,))2, A,=4 2+20,(28 +e2&J(u, Y(v,))‘. 
The hypotheses of Lemmas 4.2 and 4.4 are then satisfied with 
P=4+8,, P, =d 
and /I2 ,..., &,, /I,,, depending on 0, 8,, t?, provided r0 is sufficiently large. 
Lemma 4.2 then implies that 
sup 
12, >r 
u, Y(y(v,)udx,<2c, . ! Du.Adx 1’>7 
for suffkiently large t; we then use Lemma 4.4 to obtain a gradient estimate 
without recourse to Lemma 4.3. Here we can estimate M by Theorem 3.5 
provided (6.1) holds and 
b, < -8, < 0, I b(x, 0, DuJ ,< 19,(v Y(v))“‘. 
EXAMPLE 4 (Uniformly elliptic equations). Here we consider (0.1) when 
Du . A > vY’(u) - 8,, IA I C 92 V’(o). 
Y(V) ItI’ < aiJ&tJ < 83 Y(u) ICI’I 
lAxI + 0 IALl + lBl < 4E(U) Uul(U>, 
where E( 1) = 1 = Y(l), E is a decreasing function, su2 is increasing, 
E(f) -+ 0 as t-1 00. 
and Y is a C’[ 1, co) function with 
0 < tV@) -4 6, ’ w t> 1. 
Assuming that there is a constant 8, such that 
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we set 
E = 0, E’ =A, G = 0, G’=B, 
and we define v, by 
where 
1(t) = j’ Y(s) ds. 
I 
It can then be checked that (4.1~(4.8), (4.9a), and the monotonicity 
conditions all hold with 
‘4 = u: Y(u,)', 
Al = w~*/Po)* wd2~ 
P=8,(n+ l)+n, p, = n + 2 + O,(n + l), 
and P2r...~P7~P9~Plo ch sen appropriately depending on 68, ,..., 8,, o0 
provided 7. is sufficiently large. In the special case that 
Y(u) = urn-’ 
for some constant m > 1, we know from Lemma 5.1 that we have a modulus 
of continuity estimate for u and hence (see the remark after Lemma 4.3) the 
condition E + 0 can be dropped in this case. This example should also be 
compared to 19, Chap. lo] where a similar result is proven when 
Y(u) = urn-l; however, it is shown there without the hypothesis of being of 
variational type but under stronger differentiability assumptions on B (but 
see also 18, Sect. V.71). 
For the case Y(u)= urn-‘, m > 1, we may infer an estimate on M 
provided 
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where a,, a,, b,, b, , b,, c,, are constants. This estimate is valid even when 
(0.1) is not of variational type; it is related to results in [7, Sect. 9.51 where 
the Dirichlet problem is considered. However, it is similar to [9, Lemma 2.2, 
Chap. lo] (but different from Lemma 2.1 there) which gives such an estimate 
for the conormal derivative problem. 
For general Y, we use Theorem 3.5, assuming that A is independent of z 
and that 
B; < -8, < 0, 1% 0, Du)( < (Y(u)>)“‘. 
We note that, in all these examples, once a gradient bound has been 
established, a Holder gradient bound follows immediately by Lemma 5.2. 
7. EXISTENCE THEOREMS 
In this section we show how the a priori bounds of Sections 3-5 can be 
used to prove the solvability of (0.1) under appropriate assumptions. The 
basic result we shall use is 
THEOREM 7.1. For u E C’(n), define 
Q, u = a”(~, u, Du) D,u + a(x, u, Du), XEQ, 
N, u = b(x, u, Du), x E al, 
Pu = (Q, u, N, u). 
Suppose that 8X2 E H, + a, that a”’ and a are in H, + ,(l2 x R x R”), and that 
6, b,, and bl are in H, +,(a52 x R x R “) for some a E (0, 1). Suppose also 
that 
a’j(x,z,p)&& > 0, b& z, P) + Y > 0 (7.la) 
and that 
b,(x, z, P) < 0, a,(x, z,p> < 0, u y<x, z, p) = 0 (7.lb) 
for all (x, z,p). Let p E (0, a) and define 
Y = H,(Q) x H, +,(afi>, Y,={yEY:y=PuforsomeuEH,+,}. 
Finally, let Y0 be a closed subset f Y such that 
m y, is nonempty and 0 E Y,. 
Then the problem 
Q,u=O ina, N,u=O on%2 (7.2) 
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has a solution u E H2+= if conditions (7.4) are met for all 
u0 E H,+,n P-‘(Y,) and all u, E Hz+,, satisfying 
lim E-’ ]N,(u, + ~24,) - (1 - s) N, u0 IOtBR = 0. 
E’cc (7.3) 
There are constants 6 E (0, 1)” and C > 0 depending on u,, only 
through lQl~,,lO~ INl~Olo:an, I~(N,u,h,~,, such that l~l,+~ < C. (7.4a) 
P(uO + EU,) E Y, for all suflciently small e. (7.4b) 
ProoJ See [ 11, Theorem 1 ‘I, taking into account Remarks (1) and (3) 
preceding that theorem. 1 
We remark that conditions (7. la) are ellipticity conditions on Q, and N, . 
Conditions (7.lb), (7.3) and (7.4b) are related to properties of the Gateaux 
variation of the operator P. Furthermore our hypotheses guarantee the 
existence of a u, satisfying (7.3) for any u0 E H,,,. We further remark that 
the constants in (7.4a) may depend on R and the coefficients of Q, and N, 
considered as functions of (x, z,p). 
For the problem at hand, it is not difficult to find suitable Q, , N, , Y,. In 
doing so, we shall assume that A in (0.1) is independent of z; this 
assumption simplifies certain considerations. 
We first determine Q, . Using the defintions of p and A, in Section 4 (but 
now considered as functions of (x, z,p)), we look for a C’*a increasing 
function A, such that 
0 < A1(u)rl G up4L~,YM4)“* on QTo, 
where 0, is a convenient positive constant. (Thus if @&u ,)/&(v,) is 
bounded away from zero on aT0, then we may take A, = 1.) We then define 
Q, by 
a”(x, u, Du) = A,(U) AL,(x, Du) 
a(x, u, Du) = A,(v)A$(X, Du) + A,(v) B(x, u, Du). 
It is important to realize that this aii differs from aij defined in (1.2). If 
B, < 0, then Q, has the required properties. Moreover, in Examples l-3 we 
choose Ai = l/v and in Example 4 we choose A, = 1. 
Next we set 
b(x, 2, PI = A@, P> * Y + (D(x) 
so N,u=Nu. 
For Y,, we define 
Yy,= lim inf P.A(x,p) 
t-m y”:: IPI 
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and suppose that there exist a constant Y,, and a function d E H, +,@a) 
such that 
90 < yo < yy, and A(x,a(x)y)~ y=o. (7.5) 
Then we set 
The first condition in (7.5) guarantees that 0 E Y,; the second (after noting 
that there is a function u. E H2+a with normal derivative k on 8R and 
U, = 0 on 30) implies that Y. n Y, is nonempty. The existence of !Po follows 
from (4.3). ‘The existence of U follows readily from the ellipticity of Q, the 
assumption A E H, +a, and the coercivity condition 
p *A(x,p) > 0 for large 1 p I. 
Since for each x E aQ, A(x, riy) . y is negative for large negative U and 
positive for large positive 17, and since 
$ [A (x, uy) * y J = A 6,(x, Iiy) y’y’ > 0, 
there is such a U E H, +a by the implicit function theorem. 
With Q,, N, , Y, as above, we can verify (7.2) when Q and N satisfy the 
hypotheses of Sections 3-5. First we observe that if (f, g) E Y,, then 
and 
Q’u = Qu -f/A,((l + (Dul*)“*) 
N’u=Nu-g 
satisfy the hypotheses of Sections 3-5 whenever Q and N do. (We note that 
the term -J/A, is to be included in G’ in the decomposition following 
Lemma 1.1. Moreover, this f is the same as the f in Examples 1-3 of 
Section 6.) Hence the estimates of those sections give (7.2a). 
To verify (7.2b), we proceed as in [ 11, Theorem 41. If U, and U, are in 
H z+. with Pu, E Y0 and if (7.3) holds, we choose E so small that 
INNo + FU,) - (1 - ~)Nuolo:an < &(yo - ~0). 
It follows that 
IWo + EU,) - 9lo;an G IWo + EU,) - (1 -~)N~olo:m 
+ ((1 - ~1 INuo - do:m + ~90 
< &(Yo - 90) + (1 - E) yo + &90 
= Y. 
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so P(uO + EU,) E YO. Furthermore, (7.5) implies that Y,, n Y, is nonempty 
and that 0 E YO. Since Y, is clearly closed, we have 
THEOREM 7.2. Suppose that for some a E (0, I), 
A E H,+,(Q x R x R”), B E HI,&2 x R x I?“), 
and that 
rp E ff, +#a) 
A,@, z,p> =0, BZ(X, ZlP) < 0 (7.6) 
for all (x, z,p) E R x R x R”. Then problem (0.1) has a solution 
u E H,+,(Q) if conditions (3.1’) or (3.6’), (4.1)-(4.8) and (4.9a) are 
satisfied. 
In particular we may solve (0.1) for sufficiently smooth A and B as in the 
examples in Section 6 if also (7.6) holds. We remark that Theorem 7.2 can 
be extended to allow A and cp to depend on z, and to allow B not to be 
strictly decreasing in z (see, e.g., 19, Lemma 2.3, Chap. lo]), but we shall not 
pursue this matter. 
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